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At Wireworks we don’t just design a product, we create the whole 
experience, hands-on end to end. There’s a craft element in eve-
rything we do – from the person shaping and forming each piece 
during production, to how it feels when you use it. 

Founded in London in 1988, our first designs were made from 
wire. Today we work in sustainable FSC and FSI sourced hard-
woods. We also work in bamboo from the Anji mountains in China. 

You’ll find us in many places and spaces. On a hotel room dress-
ing table or at the bar in a restaurant. We might be the cabinet 
on your bathroom wall, the coffee table in front of  your sofa or a 
pepper grinder on your dining table.

Wireworks for Bath, Living and Kitchen is stocked by retailers 
internationally. We also work with own brands, hotels, architects 
and specifiers.

Design makes it better



bellhop
402 & 558 
rectangular trays
Bellhop rectangular tray’s streamlined profile 
cuts a contemporary, classic look. They’re 
the essential accessory for serving morning 
coffee, evening cocktails or full plated meals. 
The trays have two slotted handles for port-
ability and a slim lip edge to stop spills and 
prevent things sliding off. Finished with matt lacquer to protect 

against stains, it’s both hardwear-
ing and stylish. ref: bellhop 402: oak 
10121.27, walnut 10122.29, bellhop 
558: oak 10124.27, walnut 10125.29



busboy 
308 & 450
round trays
Busboy trays streamlined profile cuts a modern look. It’s 
the essential accessory for serving morning coffee, tea 
and snacks or evening cocktails and drinks. The tray has 
two slotted handles for portability and a slim lip edge to 
stop spills and prevent things sliding off. Finished with 
a matt lacquer to protect against stains, it’s both hard-
wearing and stylish. ref: busboy 308: oak 10115.27, 
walnut 10116.29. busboy 450: oak 10118.27, walnut 
10119.29



glass 
holder
shelf

cook house

Cookhouse glass holder shelf  stores up to six stem glass-
es safely and within easy reach. Glasses are stored up-
side down so the inside stays clean. Specially designed 
slots with wood edges prevent damage. Suitable for wine 
glasses, champagne flutes and cocktail glasses. 
ref: 10109.27 - glass holder shelf



Free up valuable drawer 
and cupboard space by 
hanging pans, utensils, 
dried herbs, a string of  
onions or garlic on this 
wall fixing utensils rail 
shelf. The lipped edge 
shelf  can be used to 
store bottles and condi-
ments, keeping things 
conveniently close at 
hand. ref: 10106.27 
utensils rail shelf

utensils 
rail shelf
cook house



The perfect place to either display fruit or keep together 
all those delicious accompaniments to tasty eating. The 
oak lip edges stop things sliding off. A lacquered finish 
protects the oak against spills and stains. ref: 10111.27 
two tier fruit & condiment stand

two tier 
fruit & 

condiment 
stand

cook house



From countertop to table the cookhouse condiment tray 
is the place to store all those delicious accompaniments 
to tasty eating. The oak lip edge stops things from sliding 
off. A lacquered finish protects the oak against spills and 
stains. ref: 10110.27 - round condiment tray

round 
condiment 

tray
cook house



Store knives and utensils 
safely, hygienically and 
conveniently on the wall or 
countertop. Spoons, spatu-
las and ladles go in the ad-
joining compartment keep-
ing everything close at 
hand. ref: 10105.27 - knife 
utensils block

knife 
utensils 

block
cook house



Spice lab herb and spice storage, 
organises and dispenses dried 
herbs, mixed rubs and season-
ings with ease. Includes thirty-
five pre-named adhesive stickers, 
making identification clear. Beech 
wood stoppers with silicone 
seals keep tube contents fresh. 
ref: 10020.01 – spice lab

spice lab
spice rack x 12 tubes



Knife and Spoon stores knives and utensils safely, 
close at hand. Easy to use, bamboo rods hold knives 
securely. Spoons, spatulas and ladles go into adjoin-
ing pot. ref: 10101.01 – knife & spoon white 

       knife
spoon
utensils storage

+



Use on a countertop, stacked or fixed to the 
wall. Each unit holds up to five bottles. Use 
multiple units to create a dramatic display.  
ref: 23001.00 - wine - O

wine-o
five bottle solid oak
wine storage rack



Slender elegant proportions. No unsightly fixing knobs. 
Attractive to look at and to hold. Form and function in 
perfect partnership. Ceramic ‘Crush-Grind’ grinder is 
easily adjusted for fine or coarse. Use for either salt or 
pepper. Easy re-fill removable top. Made from European 
beech. ref: 22001.06 – large black / 22001.20 – large 
wax / 22001.01 – large white / 22002.06 – small black / 
22002.20 – small wax / 22002.01 – small white

flo
salt / pepper / spice grinder



Inspired by magical lanterns of  Morocco and 
mid-century modern design forms. Absence 
of  unsightly fixing knob enhances sculptural 
appeal. Ceramic ‘Crush-Grind’ grinder is eas-
ily adjusted for fine or coarse. Use for either 
salt or pepper. Easy re-fill removable top. Made 
from European beech. ref: 21002.00 – wax / 
21002.01 – white

kiki
171

salt / pepper / spice grinder



Contoured base and open structure promotes air circulation keep-
ing fruit fresher for longer. The woods character shows through, 
each bowl an individual masterpiece. Lathe turned American white 
oak. Oiled finish for longevity. ref: 10008.27 – geo 360 

geo fruit 
bowl 360
solid oak presentation platter



swing 
top pot

lidded bowl 

Smooth opening swivel action top for easy 
use. Bowl stores herbs and condiments. Some 
people keep it for spare keys, loose change, 
jewellery or cufflinks! Lathe turned American 
white oak. Oiled finish for longevity. 
ref: 10007.27 – swing top pot



allana
coasters set

A hedonistic collection of  six bright 
coloured drinks coasters. Includes two 
of  each - lime, pink and orange. 
ref: 10018.00 - allana coasters

We would love to hear from you...
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